Simple.
1. Connect the power dongle to the installed
subscriber module*
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2. Open the cnArcher app on your mobile device.
3. cnArcher will automatically connect and guide
you through the installation.
Or try the app in “Demo Mode”- no radios required.
*Cambium has tested with PowerLINK 15W – Passive PoE
24V-15W Battery WiFi, http://bit.ly/2fH4B8x. Alternatively,
a standard WiFi AP, in bridge mode, can be used to
establish connectivity between the mobile device and
subscriber module LAN interface.

Cambium Networks is a leading global provider of
wireless broadband solutions that connect the
unconnected. Through its extensive portfolio of
reliable, scalable and secure WiFi and wireless
broadband point-to-point (PTP) and point-to-multipoint
(PMP) platforms managed by cloud-based software,
Cambium Networks makes it possible for all service
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providers; enterprises; governmental and military
agencies; oil, gas and utility companies; Internet service
providers; and public safety networks to build powerful
communications networks, reach users from 200
kilometers across mountain tops down to the last
meter to their devices and intelligently manage their
infrastructure through end-to-end network visibility
and actionable analytics. Headquartered outside
Chicago and with R&D centers in the U.S. Ashburton,
U.K. and Bangalore, India, Cambium Networks sells
through a range of trusted global distributors.
www.cambiumnetworks.com
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Bullseye on
Every Install

Increase the number of installs done right the ﬁrst
time, and increase customer satisfaction.
Eliminate problems, and focus your manpower on
connecting new subscribers as your network grows.

Reduce installation time

Increase performance with
optimized aiming
Automatically populate GPS
lat/long on every subscriber
Validate installations while on site

Raise the bar on installation
accuracy with cnArcher™,
the free Android app that
gives field techs the
information they need to
configure and properly
align Cambium Networks
PMP wireless broadband
subscriber modules.

Reduce repeat dispatches to
correct alignment issues

In tandem with cnMaestro™
•

Automatically on-board devices

•

Upgrade device software

•

Apply conﬁguration templates
(and device-speciﬁc variables)

Increase customer satisfaction

Download the beta version
of the free cnArcher™ app
today, and get a bullseye
every time.
DOWNLOAD THE APP HERE
http://bit.ly/2fgk6UI

Designed with input from ﬁeld technicians and years
of experience on our millions of wireless broadband
modules deployed, cnArcher validates conﬁguration
and alignment in seconds.
CambiumNetworks.com

